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   The characters I am comparing are Hannah 
and Darbie. They are both from a show 
called Just Add Magic.  This show is about 
three friends named Hannah, Kelly and 
Darbie.  They become protectors of a magic 
cookbook, where the recipes are magic.  I am 
comparing Hannah and Darbie in 
appearance, personality, actions, motives, 
and their family background.  

 
    Hannah and Darbie have many similarities and differences in 

appearance.  They are both girls and have the same skin color, a lighter 
shade of tan. They are in the same grade and are about the same height, 
they are both tall for their grade.  They are also skinny and athletic.  They 
also have differences. Hannah’s hair is curly, long, and brown.  Darbie’s 
hair is straight, short, and orange.   Hannah’s skin is clear, Darbie’s skin 
has freckles under her eyes and around her nose.  Hannah’s eyes are 
brown while Darbie’s are blue.   Darbie is more of a tomboy, but she does 
wear fancy clothing rarely.  Hannah’s style is more girlish, she likes more 
fancy clothing.  
 
 

Hannah and Darbie have many personality contrasts. Hannah is a 
worrier, she hates germs and is so cautious about getting sick.  For 



example, one time her other friend Kelly sneezed and she called her dad to 
come pick her up.  Hannah is also shy and keeps problems to herself. 
Darbie is outgoing and carefree, if there was a risk she would take it. 
Hannah in general likes school and schoolwork and always gets good 
grades.  Darbie does not like school and sometimes falls asleep in class or 
is late.  Darbie and Hannah have many things in common.  They are both 
great people, they are generous and kind and always help out friends. They 
are great friends and would never be rude. 

 
Darbie and Hannah can do some things that are different, but they 

can do some pretty similar things too.  For example, if something did not go 
their way or if something bad happened, they would both want to cook a 
magic spell because it would usually solve their problems.  Another 
example is that if someone was mean to their friends they would stand up 
for them because Darbie and Hannah do what is right.  Darbie and Hannah 
have differences too. When they do not have an ingredient, Hannah and 
Darbie want to do different things.  One time, Hannah wanted to find a 
different spell because she didn’t want to take the risk of the magic not 
working, but Darbie wanted to travel back in time because the ingredient 
could only be harvested on Halloween, and it was June.  Another example 
is sometimes Darbie is more trusting than Hannah, so Hannah gets in the 
way of other characters.  

 
Darbie and Hannah have similar and different family backgrounds. 

They both were born in the same town, they both have a mom and a dad, 
they both live in a house. They both generally do not spend a lot of time 
together with their family.  All of their family is very kind.  There are many 
differences in their families.  Darbie’s parents are divorced, while Hannah’s 
are not.  Hannah has a sibling, while Darbie is an only child.  Hannah’s 
father is always overwhelmed with work and Darbie’s dad has more free 
time and has a really cool hobby.  
 



 Hannah and Darbie have many differences but also have similarities. 
I like Darbie better because she is more carefree and fun and I love her 
orange hair. If the characters were real I would want to meet them because  
they are really interesting.  
 

  


